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One of the great perks of working for a company is getting paid leave as a benefit. That is a benefit self-employed people in most states give up in exchange for being their own boss.

Unlike 180 other nations, the federal government has yet to come up with a plan for self-employed workers to recoup some of their income if they cannot work because they are ill or have family issues. That said, there is a new push for the federal government to pass a law that enables self-employed individuals to get a paycheck if they cannot work under certain circumstances.
Here is a look at the status of a potential paid family leave policy in the United States, what a law might look like, and who supports and opposes passing such a law.

Paid Leave for the Self-Employed Today
While the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) allows workers to take up to 12 weeks off work if they meet certain criteria, it is not paid leave, and it does not apply to self-employed workers. Furthermore, workers who qualify for FMLA often do not take as much time as they are allowed because they simply cannot afford it.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 15 million people were self-employed, which makes up 10% of the population. Moreover, a study by Freshbooks showed that about 40% of employees were thinking about becoming self-employed as the impact of the Great Resignation motivated them to seek more satisfying work conditions. This likely means that more than 10% of workers are now self-employed.

Despite several organizations pushing for the federal government to enact a law that gives paid leave to workers, including self-employed workers, Congress has not officially acted on it yet.

Nonetheless, eleven states have passed state programs offering paid family and medical leave. However, none of the state laws currently pertain to self-employed individuals.

Who Is Considered Self-Employed?
Much as it sounds, a self-employed individual is someone who works for themselves rather than an employer that gives them a weekly paycheck.

The following types of workers may fall under the definition of a self-employed worker:
- Independent contractors
- Sole proprietors
- Partnerships
- Skilled trades
- Freelancers such as writers and artists
- Lawyers
- Accountants
- Financial service professionals
- Investors

Self-employed people are common in certain industries, particularly in the creative arena. People working in this capacity tend to be highly skilled at their craft.

A self-employed worker is different from an entrepreneur or startup that plans to hire and supervise employees as they grow and prosper.

Unlike workers who get paid by an employer for their work, self-employed individuals must pay their own Social Security and Medicare taxes. Self-employed individuals must pay both the employee and employer portions of the taxes. This is because their clients do not withhold taxes when they pay a self-employed individual, and there is no employer to pay them either.
Many self-employed individuals are forced to work when they are ill or when their families need them, as they cannot do without income for any length of time. This is one of the hardships self-employed workers face.

According to the American Psychological Association, there are notable health benefits for workers who have paid leave. Paid leave has been associated with improved physical and mental health. A report by the Center for American Progress states that United States workers lose billions in wages when they are forced to take unpaid leave. Moreover, when parents can take off work to care for their children, their children are healthier and have better outcomes later in their lives.

It is for these reasons that several organizations are lobbying for a federally paid leave law that would include self-employed individuals.

What Would a Paid Family Leave Policy in the United States Look Like?

There have been discussions on the congressional floor about the need for a paid family leave policy at the federal level. If such a policy was to become law, it would be administered either by the U.S. Treasury Department or the Social Security Administration.

As with all laws, there would naturally be some stipulations for those who qualify to collect under the policy. For example, a new law might state that workers would have to have earned a certain amount of wages over the most recent six months. Proponents of a paid family leave law suggest that typical workers should be able to receive two-thirds of the wages replaced, and they should continue receiving payments for as many as twelve weeks annually. Additionally, proponents of such potential legislation would like to see a cap of around $4,000 per month.

Another recommendation being made by lobbyists is that very low-paid workers should receive up to 80% of their income during paid leave. Proponents of paid family leave legislation also agree that a new law should also apply to part-time workers and self-employed individuals.

Who Are the Proponents of a Paid Family Leave Act?

There is much support for the passage of a federal paid leave act among organizations, members of Congress, and the general public.

Michelle McGrain, director of congressional relations and economic justice for the National Partnership for Women & Families, states that a paid family leave act would allow workers to get partial wages so they can take a three-day leave for bereavement.
MomsRising is a charitable organization that is also in favor of passing a paid family leave act. The group supports paying workers to take time off work for circumstances such as caring for children, recovering from a serious illness, tending to an ill family member, or supporting those who need time off because of military deployment reasons.

Perhaps the population that is the most supportive of a paid family leave act is the general public. Although it is a few years old, a Pew Research Center study showed that the vast majority of Americans are in favor of a paid family leave act, although there is some disagreement on how a new law should take shape. The study showed that 85% of Americans believe all workers should receive paid leave if they have a serious health condition.

Who Opposes a Paid Family Leave Act?

While there is much support for a federal paid family leave act, such legislation has its critics. On the political front, Republicans, along with conservative Democrats, are largely not in favor of passing a federal paid family leave act. The biggest issues they have with such a law are how much it would cost the federal government and where the money would come from. Moreover, some members of Congress are concerned about the passage of a paid family leave act harming the economy. This is a concern for opponents of a paid family leave act, as the federal government would be paying for the benefit.

As of late, the Family and Medical Insurance Leave Act (FAMILY) has been proposed in Congress in both the Senate and the House. This bill would award workers paid leave at a rate of 66% of a worker’s pay for up to 60 days. The bill also proposes a 0.2% payroll tax on employees and employers to help pay fund the benefit. Another possible approach is to levy higher taxes on the wealthy population to help fund the law.

Congress is also considering the possibility of allowing workers to establish tax-free savings accounts where employees could make contributions and tap into them if they needed to take parental leave. State legislators in Oregon and Minnesota have recently passed this type of legislation at the state level. In both states, the legislation applies to company employees and self-employed individuals.

The bill that has the most potential for a paid family leave benefit is the American Families Plan under the Biden administration. If passed, this law would phase in twelve weeks of paid leave for workers over ten years. As it stands, the law would apply to the following workers:

- Workers who are parents who care for a newborn, foster child, or adopted child, including same-gender couples
- Workers who need time off to recover from a serious illness
- Workers who are dealing with a loved one’s serious illness.
- Workers who are dealing with the effects of military deployment or injury
- Workers who are survivors of domestic violence or sexual assault
- Workers who need time off to grieve over a loved one’s death.
- Self-employed workers
- Part-time workers
- Contract workers
The passage of this act would mean that workers could receive two-thirds of their weekly wages or salary at a minimum with a cap of $4,000 per month. Workers who make low wages could receive up to 80% of their wages. The plan would coordinate with existing paid family leave plans and policies established by employers. While some states already have paid family leave laws, the federal program would provide a foundation that state legislators and employers could supplement.

Final Thoughts
The pandemic affected nearly all workers in one way or another. For many, it affected their health, employment, and their plans for caregiving children or loved ones. Perhaps, it is no surprise that a broad policy package that includes a paid family leave policy is popular among organizations and the general public.

To learn more about how to start your own business and get resources to help you along the way, join the National Association for the Self-Employed (NASE) today.
Your Business Could be Featured in our Monthly e-Newsletter!

We want to hear from you!

Throughout the year NASE publishes a new Member Spotlight in our e-Newsletter called SelfInformed, a national newsletter sent to over 50,000 members across the country with the latest news about the self-employed and micro-business community. As part of this national e-Newsletter, we want to shine a spotlight on those members, regardless of where they live, who are operating successful businesses that are growing and thriving.
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Now Accepting Dependent Scholarship Applications

Multiple College Scholarships of $3,000 are Awarded Each Year

This program is open to legal dependents of NASE Members, ages 16–24. To apply, students need to be high school students or college undergraduates planning to enroll in college for the upcoming fall semester. The application period is January 1st through April 30th.

APPLY NOW
Member Benefits

Visit NASE.org to learn more about the following benefits!

Get 30% off QuickBooks for 6 months

Special Savings for NASE Members

- Track income & expenses
- Invoice & accept payments
- Maximize tax deductions
- Run general reports
- Capture & organize receipts
- Track miles
- Manage cash flow
- Track sales & sales tax
- Send estimates
- Manage 1099 contractors
- Connect 1 sales channel

Start Saving!

24/7 business expertise. Help yourself.

Get free answers online from our experts for every business question.

Find an expert now >

From federal tax to state tax, from auto deductions to depreciation, from estimated taxes to penalties and interest, and everything in between, we are here to help with any question that you might have.

Our CPAs and tax professionals have over 100 years of small business tax experience and we have answered literally hundreds of thousands of questions over the last 40 years. We hate to use the words “logic” and “IRS” in the same sentence, but if you have a question about taxes and the IRS, NASE is the logical place to find the answer.
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Visit NASE.org to learn more about the following benefits!

Business Insurance for your Small Business Needs!
- Cyber Liability Insurance
- Professional Liability Insurance
- Cyber Liability Insurance
- Data Breach Risk & Compliance Assessment Report
- Cybersecurity Compliance & Certification

Get Started

NASE has partnered with Dell to bring members savings on the products they need. Dell is focused on delivering affordable computer and technology solutions that enable NASE members to make smarter decisions that impact their bottom line.

See why Dell has all the technology, expertise and service small businesses need to build and maintain an efficient business system. Visit www.dell.com/nase to Shop Now! Be sure to state that you are an NASE Member or use NASE Member ID 530016897561 to get the savings for our program.
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New!

Special savings from Farmers GroupSelect!

Auto and home insurance to fit unique needs with special savings is available to members from Farmers GroupSelect. Home Insurance that fits your unique needs. Take advantage of special Farmers GroupSelectSM savings.

As a NASE Member you have access to auto and home insurance from Farmers GroupSelect. This program provides special savings for members, customer service, and a full suite of products for diverse insurance needs.

Click Here to Apply!

AARP is committed to supporting older entrepreneurs. AARP is collaborating with the NASE as a supporter of the Growth Grants program. The grants are targeting NASE Members who are minority business owners aged 45 and older. Through this partnership NASE and AARP are working to provide greater access to capital for business growth.

Apply for a NASE Growth Grant sponsored by AARP today. There will be three winners each quarter awarded a $4,000 grant to support the growth of their business.